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Abstract

We study the class of domains in which eachw-ideal is divisorial, extending several properties
divisorial and totally divisorial domains to a much wider class of domains. In particular we con
PvMDs and Mori domains.
 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Introduction

The class of domains in which each nonzero ideal is divisorial has been studied
pendently and with different methods, by H. Bass [2], E. Matlis [25] and W. Heinzer
in the sixties. Following S. Bazzoni and L. Salce [3,4], these domains are now calldi-
visorial domains. Among other results, Heinzer proved that an integrally closed doma
divisorial if and only if it is a Prüfer domain with certain finiteness properties [17, Th
rem 5.1].

Twenty years later E. Houston and M. Zafrullah introduced in [20] the class o
mains in which eacht-ideal is divisorial, which they calledTV-domains, and characterize
PvMDs with this property [20, Theorem 3.1]. However they observed that an integ
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closedTV-domain need not be aPvMD [20, Remark 3.2]; thus in some sense the cl
of TV-domains is not the right setting for extending toPvMDs the properties of divisoria
Prüfer domains.

The purpose of this paper is to investigatew-divisorial domains, that is domains in
which eachw-ideal is divisorial. This class of domains proves to be the most sui
t-analogue of divisorial domains. In fact, by using this concept we are able to im
and generalize several results proved for Noetherian and Prüfer divisorial doma
[3,17,28,31].

The main result of Section 1 is Theorem 1.5. It states thatR is aw-divisorial domain
if and only if R is a weakly Matlis domain (that is a domain witht-finite character such
that eacht-prime ideal is contained in a uniquet-maximal ideal) andRM is a divisorial do-
main, for eacht-maximal idealM . In this way we recover the characterization of diviso
domains given in [3, Proposition 5.4].

In Section 2, we study the transfer of the properties ofw-divisoriality and divisoriality
to certain (generalized) rings of fractions, such as localizations at (t-)prime ideals, (t-)flat
overrings and (t-)subintersections.

In Section 3 we considerw-divisorial PvMDs. We prove thatR is an integrally closed
w-divisorial domain if and only ifR is a weakly MatlisPvMD and eacht-maximal ideal
is t-invertible (Theorem 3.3). This is thet-analogue of [17, Theorem 5.1]. We also pro
that whenR is integrally closed, eacht-linked overring ofR is w-divisorial if and only if
R is a generalized Krull domain and eacht-prime ideal is contained in a uniquet-maximal
ideal (Theorem 3.5). Since in the Prüfer case generalized Krull domains coincide
generalized Dedekind domains [7], we obtain that an integrally closed domain is t
divisorial if and only if it is a divisorial generalized Dedekind domain [28, Section 4].

The last section is devoted to Moriw-divisorial domains. A Moriw-divisorial domain
is necessarily oft-dimension one and each of its localizations at a height-one prim
Noetherian (Corollary 4.3). Noetherian divisorial and totally divisorial domains wer
tensely studied in [2,3,25,31]. It turns out that several of the results proved there c
extended to the Mori case by using different technical tools. In Theorem 4.2 we ch
terizew-divisorial Mori domains and in Theorems 4.5 and 4.11 we studyw-divisoriality
of their overrings. In particular, we show that generalized rings of fractions ofw-divisorial
Mori domains arew-divisorial and we prove that a domain whoset-linked overings are al
w-divisorial is Mori if and only if it hast-dimension one.

Throughout this paperR will denote an integral domain with quotient fieldK and we
will assume thatR �= K .

We shall use the language of star operations. Astar operationis a mapI → I ∗ from
the setF(R) of nonzero fractional ideals ofR to itself such that:

(1) R∗ = R and(aI)∗ = aI ∗, for all a ∈ K \ {0};
(2) I ⊆ I ∗ andI ⊆ J ⇒ I ∗ ⊆ J ∗;
(3) I ∗∗ = I ∗.

General references for systems of ideals and star operations are [13,15,16,21].
A star operation∗ is of finite typeif I ∗ = ⋃{J ∗; J ⊆ I andJ is finitely generated}, for

eachI ∈ F(R). To any star operation∗, we can associate a star operation∗f of finite type
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by definingI ∗f = ⋃
J ∗, with the union taken over all finitely generated idealsJ contained

in I . ClearlyI ∗f ⊆ I ∗. A nonzero idealI is ∗-finite if I ∗ = J ∗ for some finitely generate
idealJ .

The identity is a star operation, called thed-operation. Thev- and thet-operations are
the best known nontrivial star operations and are defined in the following way. For
of nonzero idealsI andJ of a domainR we let (J : I ) denote the set{x ∈ K; xI ⊆ J }.
We setIv = (R : (R : I )) andIt = ⋃

Jv with the union taken over all finitely generate
idealsJ contained inI . Thus thet-operation is the finite type star operation associate
thev-operation.

A nonzero fractional idealI is called a∗-ideal if I = I ∗. If I = Iv we say thatI
is divisorial. For each star operation∗, we haveI ∗ ⊆ Iv , thus each divisorial ideal is
∗-ideal.

The setF∗(R) of ∗-ideals ofR is a semigroup with respect to the∗-multiplication,
defined by(I, J ) → (IJ )∗, with unity R. We say that an idealI ∈ F(R) is ∗-invertible if
I ∗ is a unit in the semigroupF∗(R). In this case the∗-inverseof I is (R : I ). ThusI is
∗-invertible if and only if(I (R : I ))∗ = R. Invertible ideals are (∗-invertible)∗-ideals.

A prime ∗-ideal is also called a∗-prime. A ∗-maximalideal is an ideal that is maxima
in the set of the proper∗-ideals. A∗-maximal ideal (if it exists) is a prime ideal. If∗
is a star operation of finite type, an easy application of Zorn’s Lemma shows th
set∗-Max(R) of the ∗-maximal ideals ofR is not empty. Moreover, for eachI ∈ F(R),
I ∗ = ⋂

M∈∗-Max(R) I
∗RM ; in particularR = ⋂

M∈∗-Max(R) RM [15].
The w-operation is the star operation defined by settingIw = ⋂

M∈t-Max(R) IRM . An
equivalent definition is obtained by settingIw = ⋃{(I : J );J is finitely generated an
(R : J ) = R}. By using the latter definition, one can see that the notion ofw-ideal co-
incides with the notion ofsemi-divisorialideal introduced by S. Glaz and W. Vasconce
in 1977 [14]. As a star operation, thew-operation was first considered by E. Hedstrom
E. Houston in 1980 under the name ofF∞-operation [18]. Since 1997 this star operat
was intensely studied by Wang Fanggui and R. McCasland in a more general cont
particular they showed that the notion ofw-closure is a very useful tool in the study
Strong Mori domains [32,33].

The w-operation is of finite type. We havew-Max(R) = t-Max(R) and IRM =
IwRM ⊆ ItRM , for eachI ∈ F(R) andM ∈ t-Max(R). ThusIw ⊆ It ⊆ Iv .

We denote byt-Spec(R) the set oft-prime ideals ofR. Each height one prime is
t-prime and each prime minimal over at-ideal is at-prime. We say thatR hast-dimension
oneif eacht-prime ideal has height one.

1. w-Divisorial domains

A divisorial domainis a domain such that each ideal is divisorial [3] and we say th
domainR is w-divisorial if eachw-ideal is divisorial, that isw = v. SinceIw ⊆ It ⊆ Iv , for
each nonzero fractional idealI , thenR is w-divisorial if and only ifw = t = v. A domain
with the property thatt = v is called in [20] aTV-domain. Mori domains (i.e., domain
satisfying the ascending chain condition on proper divisorial ideals) areTV-domains. A do-
main such thatw = t is called aTW-domain[27]. An important class ofTW-domains is
the class ofPvMDs; in fact aPvMD is precisely an integrally closedTW-domain [22, The-
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orem 3.1]. (Recall that a domainR is aPrüferv-multiplication domain, for short aPvMD,
if RM is a valuation domain for eacht-maximal idealM of R.) Since a Krull domain is
a Mori PvMD, a Krull domain is aw-divisorial domain. An example due to M. Zafrulla
shows that in generalw �= t �= v [27, Proposition 1.2]. Also there existTV-domains and
TW-domains that are notw-divisorial [27, Example 2.7].

If R is a Prüfer domain, in particular a valuation domain, thenw-divisoriality coincides
with divisoriality, because each ideal of a Prüfer domain is at-ideal.

Proposition 1.1. A w-divisorial domainR is divisorial if and only if each maximal idea
of R is a t-ideal. Hence a one-dimensionalw-divisorial domain is divisorial.

Proof. If each maximal ideal ofR is a t-ideal, then each ideal ofR is aw-ideal by [27,
Proposition 1.3]. Hence, ifR is w-divisorial it is also divisorial. The converse is clear.�

Following [1], we say that a nonempty familyΛ of nonzero prime ideals ofR is of finite
characterif each nonzero element ofR belongs to at most finitely many members ofΛ and
we say thatΛ is independentif no two members ofΛ contain a common nonzero prim
ideal. We observe that a family of primes is independent if and only if no two mem
of Λ contain a commont-prime ideal. In fact a minimal prime of a nonzero principal id
is a t-ideal.

The domainR has finite character (respectively,t-finite character) if Max(R) (respec-
tively, t-Max(R)) is of finite character. If the set Max(R) is independent of finite characte
the domainR is called by E. Matlis anh-local domain [26]; thusR is h-local if it has finite
character and each nonzero prime ideal is contained in a unique maximal ideal. A domR

such thatt-Max(R) is independent of finite character is called in [1] aweakly Matlis do-
main; henceR is a weakly Matlis domain if it hast-finite character and eacht-prime ideal
is contained in a uniquet-maximal ideal.

Clearly, a domain oft-dimension one is a weakly Matlis domain if and only if it h
t-finite character. A one-dimensional domain is a weakly Matlis domain if and only if
h-local; if and only if it has finite character.

We recall that anyTV-domain, hence anyw-divisorial domain, hast-finite character by
[20, Theorem 1.3]. The main result of this section shows thatw-divisorial domains form a
distinguished class of weakly Matlis domains.

We start by proving some technical properties of weakly Matlis domains.

Lemma 1.2. LetR be an integral domain. The following conditions are equivalent:

(1) R is a weakly Matlis domain;
(2) For eacht-maximal idealM of R and a collection{Iα} of w-ideals ofR such that⋂

α Iα �= 0, if
⋂

α Iα ⊆ M , thenIα ⊆ M for someα.

Proof. (1) ⇒ (2) follows from [1, Corollary 4.4 and Proposition 4.7], by takingF =
t-Max(R) and then∗F = w.

(2) ⇒ (1). First, we show that eacht-prime ideal is contained in a uniquet-maximal
ideal. We adapt the proof of [17, Theorem 2.4]. LetP be at-prime which is contained in
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two distinctt-maximal idealsM1 andM2. Let {Iα} be the set of allw-ideals ofR which
containP but are not contained inM1. Such a collection is nonempty sinceM2 is in it. Let
I = ⋂

Iα . ThenI � M1 andI ⊆ M2. Takex ∈ I \M1. Sincex2 /∈ M1, then(P +x2R)w ∈
{Iα} and sox ∈ (P + x2R)w. Thusx ∈ (P + x2R)RM2 �= RM2 andsx = p + x2r for some
s ∈ R \ M2, p ∈ P andr ∈ R. Whence(s − rx)x = p ∈ P ⊆ M1 ∩ M2. Now s − rx /∈ P

becauses /∈ M2 andrx ∈ I ⊆ M2. But alsox /∈ P , sincex /∈ M1; a contradiction becaus
P is prime.

Next we show thatR hast-finite character. Let 0�= x ∈ R and{Mβ} be the set of al
t-maximal ideals ofR which containx. For a fixedβ, let Aβ be the intersection of a
w-ideals ofR which containx but are not contained inMβ . By assumptionAβ � Mβ .
Set A = ∑

β Aβ . Thenx ∈ A and A is contained in noMβ . HenceAt = R. Let F =
(aβ1, aβ2, . . . , aβn), whereaβi

∈ Aβi
, be a finitely generated ideal ofR such thatFt = R.

Now, if Mβ /∈ {Mβ1,Mβ2, . . . ,Mβn}, necessarilyMβ ⊇ F , which is impossible becaus
Mβ is a propert-ideal andFt = R. We conclude that{Mβ} = {Mβ1,Mβ2, . . . ,Mβn} is
finite. �
Lemma 1.3. LetR be aw-divisorial domain,M a t-maximal ideal ofR and{Iα} a collec-
tion ofw-ideals ofR such that

⋂
α Iα �= 0. If

⋂
α Iα ⊆ M , thenIα ⊆ M for someα.

Proof. SetA = ⋂
α Iα . SinceR is aTW-domain, then theIα ’s andA aret-ideals. SinceR

is also aTV-domain, by [20, Lemma 1.2], ifIα � M , for eachα, thenA � M . �
Lemma 1.4. If R is a weakly Matlis domain, thenIvRM = (IRM)v , for each nonzero
fractional idealI and eacht-maximal idealM .

Proof. Apply [1, Corollary 5.3] forF = t-Max(R). �
We are now ready to prove thet-analogue of [3, Proposition 5.4], which states t

a domainR is divisorial if and only if it ish-local andRM is a divisorial domain, for
each maximal idealM . Local divisorial domains have been studied in [3, Section 5]
completely characterized in [4, Section 2].

Theorem 1.5. LetR be an integral domain. The following conditions are equivalent:

(1) R is aw-divisorial domain;
(2) R is a weakly Matlis domain andRM is a divisorial domain, for eacht-maximal

idealM ;
(3) R is a TV-domain andRM is a divisorial domain, for eacht-maximal idealM ;
(4) IRM = (IRM)v = IvRM , for each nonzero fractional idealI and eacht-maximal

idealM .

Proof. (1) ⇒ (2). ThatR is a weakly Matlis domain follows from Lemmas 1.3 and 1
Now let M be a t-maximal ideal ofR and I = JRM a nonzero ideal ofRM , whereJ

is an ideal ofR. By Lemma 1.4, we haveIv = (JRM)v = JvRM . SinceJv = Jw, then
Iv = JwRM = JRM = I . HenceRM is a divisorial domain.
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(2) ⇒ (4) follows from Lemma 1.4.
(4) ⇒ (1). Let I be a nonzero fractional ideal ofR. ThenIw = ⋂

M∈t-Max(R) IRM =⋂
M∈t-Max(R) IvRM = Iv . WhenceR is aw-divisorial domain.
(1) ⇒ (3) via (2).
(3) ⇒ (4). Sincet = v in R andd = t = v in RM , for each nonzero fractional idealI

and eacht-maximal idealM of R, we have

IRM = (IRM)v = (IRM)t = (ItRM)t = ItRM = IvRM. �
Any almost Dedekind domain that is not Dedekind provides an example of a lo

divisorial domain that is notw-divisorial, because it is not of finite character [13, The
rem 37.2].

Corollary 1.6. Let R be a domain oft-dimension one. ThenR is w-divisorial if and only
if R hast-finite character andRP is divisorial, for each height one primeP .

2. Localizations of w-divisorial domains

A domain whose overrings are all divisorial is calledtotally divisorial [3]. Not all di-
visorial domains are totally divisorial [17, Remark 5.4]; in fact a valuation domainR is
divisorial if and only if its maximal ideal is principal [17, Lemma 5.2], but it is tota
divisorial if and only if it is strongly discrete [3, Proposition 7.6], equivalentlyPRP is
a principal ideal for each prime idealP of R [8, Proposition 5.3.8]. Since for valuatio
domains divisoriality coincides withw-divisoriality and each overring of a valuation d
main is a localization at a certain (t-)prime, we see thatw-divisoriality is not stable unde
localization att-primes.

We say that an integral domainR is a strongly w-divisorial domain (respectively,
a strongly divisorial domain) if R is w-divisorial (respectively, divisorial) andRP is a
divisorial domain for eachP ∈ t-Spec(R) (respectively,P ∈ Spec(R)). Note that ifR is
stronglyw-divisorial (respectively, strongly divisorial), thenRP is strongly divisorial for
eachP ∈ t-Spec(R) (respectively, for eachP ∈ Spec(R)).

By Theorem 1.5 (respectively, [3, Proposition 5.4]),R is a stronglyw-divisorial domain
(respectively, a strongly divisorial domain) if and only ifR is a weakly Matlis domain
(respectively, anh-local domain) andRP is a divisorial domain for eachP ∈ t-Spec(R)

(respectively,P ∈ Spec(R)).
If R hast-dimension one, thenR is w-divisorial if and only if it is stronglyw-divisorial.
In this section we shall study the extension ofw-divisoriality and divisoriality to distin-

guished classes of generalized rings of fractions such as localizations at (t-)prime ideals,
(t-)flat overrings and (t-)subintersections.

We recall the requisite definitions. A nonempty familyF of nonzero ideals of a domai
R is said to be amultiplicative systemof ideals ifIJ ∈F , for eachI, J ∈F . If F is a mul-
tiplicative system, the set of ideals ofR containing some ideal ofF is still a multiplicative
system, which is called thesaturation ofF and is denoted by Sat(F). A multiplicative
systemF is said to besaturatedif F = Sat(F).
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If F is a multiplicative system of ideals, the overringRF := ⋃{(R : J ); J ∈F} of R is
called thegeneralized ring of fractionsof R with respect toF . For any fractional idealI
of R, IF := ⋃{(I : J ); J ∈ F} is a fractional ideal ofRF andIRF ⊆ IF . ClearlyIF =
ISat(F).

The mapP 
→ PF is an order-preserving bijection between the set of prime ideaP

of R such thatP /∈ Sat(F) and the set of prime idealsQ of RF such thatJRF �⊆ Q for
any J ∈ F , with inverse mapQ 
→ Q ∩ R. In addition,RP = (RF )PF for each prime
idealP /∈ Sat(F). If Q is a t-prime ideal ofRF , thenQ ∩ R is a t-prime ideal ofR [10,
Proposition 1.3].

If Λ is a nonempty family of nonzero prime ideals ofR, the setF(Λ) = {J ; J ⊆
R is an ideal andJ � P for each P ∈ Λ} is a saturated multiplicative system of idea
and IF(Λ) = ⋂{IRP ; P ∈ Λ}, for each fractional idealI of R; in particularRF(Λ) =⋂{RP ; P ∈ Λ}. A generalized ring of fractions of typeRF(Λ) is called asubintersection
of R; whenΛ ⊆ t-Spec(R), we say thatRF(Λ) is a t-subintersectionof R.

A multiplicative system of idealsF of R is finitely generatedif each idealI ∈ F con-
tains a finitely generated idealJ which is still inF . As in [10], we say thatF is av-finite
multiplicative system if eacht-idealI ∈ Sat(F) contains a finitely generated idealJ such
thatJv ∈ Sat(F). A finitely generated multiplicative system isv-finite. If F is v-finite, the
setΛ of t-ideals which are maximal with respect to the property of not being in Sa(F)

is not empty,Λ ⊆ t-Spec(R), F(Λ) is v-finite andT = RF(Λ) [10, Proposition 1.9(a
and (b)].

An overring T of R is said to bet-flat over R if TM = RM∩R , for eacht-maximal
idealM of T [23], equivalentlyTQ = RQ∩R , for eacht-prime idealQ of T [7, Proposi-
tion 2.6]. Flatness impliest-flatness, but the converse is not true [23, Remark 2.12]
[7, Theorem 2.6],T is t-flat overR if and only if there exists av-finite multiplicative sys-
temF of R such thatT = RF . ThusT is t-flat if and only if T = RF(Λ), whereΛ is a
family of pairwise incomparablet-primes ofR andF(Λ) is v-finite. It follows that at-flat
overring ofR is a t-subintersection ofR.

In turn, any generalized ring of fractions is at-linked overring; but the converse does n
hold in general [5, Proposition 2.2]. We recall that an overringT of an integral domainR is
t-linkedoverR if, for each nonzero finitely generated idealJ of R such that(R : J ) = R,
we have(T : JT ) = T [5]. This is equivalent to say thatT = ⋂

TR\P , whereP ranges
over thet-primes ofR [5, Proposition 2.13(a)].

It is well known that ifP is at-prime ideal ofR, thenPRP need not be at-ideal ofRP .
WhenPRP is a t-prime ideal,P is called by M. Zafrullah awell behavedt-prime [34,
page 436]. We prefer to say thatP t-localizesor that it is at-localizing prime. Height-one
prime ideals and divisorialt-maximal primes, e.g.,t-invertible t-primes, are examples o
t-localizing primes.

A large class of domains with the property that eacht-prime idealt-localizes is the clas
of v-coherent domains. We recall that a domainR is calledv-coherentif the ideal(R : J ) is
v-finite wheneverJ is finitely generated. This class of domains properly includesPvMDs,
Mori domains and coherent domains [11,24].

If R is aw-divisorial (respectively, stronglyw-divisorial) domain, then eacht-maximal
(respectively,t-prime) idealt-localizes.
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Lemma 2.1. LetΛ be a set oft-localizing t-primes ofR. Then:

(1) PF(Λ) ∈ t-Spec(RF(Λ)), for eachP ∈ Λ.
(2) If F(Λ) is v-finite, t-Max(RF(Λ)) = {PF(Λ); P maximal inΛ}.

Proof. SetF = F(Λ) andT = RF .
(1) Let P ∈ Λ. SinceRP = TPF and by hypothesisPRP = PFTPF is a t-ideal, then

PF = PFTPF ∩ T is a t-ideal ofT .
(2) SincePF is a t-ideal by part (1), we can apply [10, Proposition 1.9(c)].�

Proposition 2.2. LetΛ be a set of pairwise incomparablet-localizingt-primes ofR. Then:

(1) Λ is independent of finite character if and only ifF(Λ) is v-finite andRF(Λ) is a
weakly Matlis domain.

(2) If RF(Λ) is w-divisorial, thenΛ is independent of finite character.

Proof. SetF = F(Λ) andT = RF .
(1) If F is v-finite, by Lemma 2.1(2) we havet-Max(T ) = {PF ; P ∈ Λ}. It follows that

Λ is independent of finite character if and only ift-Max(T ) = {PF ; P ∈ Λ} is independen
of finite character, that isT is a weakly Matlis domain. On the other hand, ifΛ is of finite
character, thenF is v-finite by [10, Lemma 1.16].

(2) SinceT is a weakly Matlis domain, by part (1) it suffices to show thatΛ is of finite
character.

By Lemma 2.1(1),PF is a t-prime of T , for eachP ∈ Λ. We show that each prope
divisorial ideal ofT is contained in somePF . We haveT = ⋂

P∈Λ RP = ⋂
P∈Λ TPF . If

I is a proper divisorial ideal ofT , there isx ∈ K \ T (whereK is the quotient field ofR)
such thatI ⊆ x−1T ∩ T . Sincex /∈ T , there existsP ∈ Λ such thatx /∈ TPF , equivalently
x−1T ∩ T ⊆ PF .

Sincet = v on T , we conclude thatt-Max(T ) = {PF ; P ∈ Λ}. SinceT has t-finite
character, it follows thatΛ is of finite character. �
Theorem 2.3. Let R be aw-divisorial domain. IfΛ ⊆ t-Max(R), thenRF(Λ) is a t-flat
w-divisorial overring ofR.

Proof. SinceR is a weakly Matlis domain (Theorem 1.5),t-Max(R) is independent o
finite character; thusΛ has the same properties. In addition, eacht-maximal ideal is a
t-localizing prime ideal. It follows thatF(Λ) is v-finite andT := RF(Λ) is a t-flat weakly
Matlis domain (Proposition 2.2(1)). By Lemma 2.1(2), for eachN ∈ t-Max(T ), there ex-
ists M ∈ Λ such thatN = MF(Λ). It follows that TN = RM is divisorial and soT is
w-divisorial by Theorem 1.5. �

As we have mentioned above, the localization of aw-divisorial domain at at-prime
need not be a (w-)divisorial domain. Thus Theorem 2.3 does not hold for an arbit
Λ ⊆ t-Spec(R). However, under the hypothesis thatR is stronglyw-divisorial, we have a
satisfying result.
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Theorem 2.4. Let R be a stronglyw-divisorial domain andΛ a set of pairwise incompa
rable t-primes ofR. The following conditions are equivalent:

(1) RF(Λ) is w-divisorial;
(2) RF(Λ) is stronglyw-divisorial;
(3) RF(Λ) is a t-flat weakly Matlis domain;
(4) RF(Λ) is a t-flat TV-domain;
(5) Λ is independent of finite character.

Proof. Set F = F(Λ) and T = RF . Since R is strongly w-divisorial, eachP ∈ Λ

t-localizes.
(1) ⇒ (5) by Proposition 2.2(2).
(5) ⇒ (3) by Proposition 2.2(1).
(3) ⇒ (2). If Q is a t-prime of T , then P = Q ∩ R ∈ t-Spec(R) and TQ = RP is

divisorial. WhenceT is stronglyw-divisorial.
(3) ⇔ (4). By t-flatness,TM is divisorial for eacht-maximal idealM . Thus we can

apply Theorem 1.5.
(2) ⇒ (1) is obvious. �
Divisorial flat overrings of a strongly divisorial domain have a similar characteriza

Recall that an overringT of R is flat if TM = RM∩R , for each maximal idealM of T ; in
this caseT = RF(Λ), whereΛ is a set of pairwise incomparable prime ideals ofR.

Corollary 2.5. Let R be a strongly divisorial domain andT = RF(Λ) a flat overring,
whereΛ is a set of pairwise incomparable prime ideals ofR. The following conditions are
equivalent:

(1) T is divisorial;
(2) T is strongly divisorial;
(3) T is h-local;
(4) Λ is independent of finite character.

Proof. (1) ⇔ (3). By [3, Proposition 5.4],T is divisorial if and only if it ish-local and
locally divisorial. But, sinceT is flat andR is strongly divisorial, for each maximal idealM

of T , TM = RM∩R is divisorial.
(1) ⇒ (2). SinceT is flat andR is strongly divisorial, thenTQ = RQ∩R is divisorial,

for each prime idealQ of T .
(2) ⇒ (4). SinceR andT are divisorial, thend = w = t = v in R andT . Thus we can

apply Theorem 2.4 ((2) ⇒ (5)).
(4) ⇒ (1). Sinced = w = t = v in R, by Theorem 2.4 ((5) ⇒ (1)), T is w-divisorial.

To prove thatT is divisorial, we show that each maximal ideal ofT is a t-ideal (Propo-
sition 1.1). If M is a maximal ideal ofT , by flatness we haveTM = RM∩R . SinceR is
strongly divisorial,MTM is a t-ideal and soM = MTM ∩ T is a t-ideal. �
Corollary 2.6. LetR be an integral domain. The following conditions are equivalent:
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(1) Eacht-flat overring ofR is stronglyw-divisorial;
(2) R is stronglyw-divisorial and eacht-flat overring is a weakly Matlis domain;
(3) R is stronglyw-divisorial and eacht-flat overring is a TV-domain;
(4) R is stronglyw-divisorial and each familyΛ of pairwise incomparablet-primes ofR

such thatF(Λ) is v-finite is independent of finite character.

Proof. By Theorem 2.4, recalling that an overringT is t-flat over R if and only if
T = RF(Λ), whereΛ is a family of pairwise incomparablet-primes ofR andF(Λ) is
v-finite. �

In order to studyt-subintersections, we need the following technical lemma.

Lemma 2.7. LetR be an integral domain andC an ascending chain oft-localizingt-primes
of R. If RF(C) is a TV-domain, thenC is stationary.

Proof. Let C = {Pα} and setF = F(C) and T = RF . By Lemma 2.1(1),(Pα)F is a
t-prime ideal ofT , for eachα. It follows thatM = ⋃

α(Pα)F is a propert-prime ideal
of T (since it is an ascending union oft-primes) and soM is divisorial (becauseT is a
TV-domain). We haveT = ⋂

α TR\Pα ; thus the mapI 
→ I � = ⋂
α ITR\Pα defines a sta

operation onT . SinceM is divisorial, we haveM� ⊆ M ; so thatM� is a proper ideal. I
follows that there existsα such thatM ∩ R ⊆ Pα . HenceM ∩ R = Pα and soPβ = Pα for
β � α. �
Theorem 2.8. LetR be an integral domain. The following conditions are equivalent:

(1) Eacht-subintersection ofR is stronglyw-divisorial;
(2) R is a stronglyw-divisorial domain which satisfies the ascending chain condition

t-prime ideals and each familyΛ of pairwise incomparablet-primes ofR is indepen-
dent of finite character.

Proof. (1) ⇒ (2). ClearlyR is a stronglyw-divisorial domain. IfΛ is a set of pairwise
incomparablet-prime ideals, then by assumptionRF(Λ) is stronglyw-divisorial. Hence
Λ is independent of finite character, by Theorem 2.4. It remains to show thatR has the
ascending chain condition ont-prime ideals. This follows from Lemma 2.7. In fact, ifC
is an ascending chain oft-prime ideals ofR, RF(C) is stronglyw-divisorial. Hence each
t-prime inC t-localizes and it follows thatC is stationary.

(2) ⇒ (1). Let RF(Λ) be at-subintersection ofR. By the ascending chain condition o
t-prime ideals,Λ has maximal elements; thus we can assume thatΛ is a set of pairwise
incomparablet-primes. The conclusion follows from Theorem 2.4.�
Corollary 2.9. Let R be a domain. If eacht-subintersection ofR is stronglyw-divisorial,
then eacht-subintersection ofR is t-flat.

Proof. If eacht-subintersection ofR is stronglyw-divisorial, thenR satisfies the ascend
ing chain condition ont-primes (Theorem 2.8). Thus eacht-subintersection is of typ
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RF(Λ), whereΛ is a family of pairwise incomparablet-primes. By Theorem 2.4,RF(Λ) is
t-flat. �
Remark 2.10. If each subintersection of the domainR is strongly divisorial, then clearlyR
is strongly divisorial. In addition, sinced = w = t = v onR, thenR satisfies the ascendin
chain condition on prime ideals and each familyΛ of pairwise incomparable prime idea
of R is independent of finite character (Theorem 2.8).

Conversely, assume thatR is a strongly divisorial domain satisfying the ascending ch
condition on prime ideals and that each familyΛ of pairwise incomparable prime idea
of R is independent of finite character.

Then each subintersectionT of R is of typeRF(Λ), whereΛ is a family of pairwise
incomparable prime ideals independent of finite character. ThusF(Λ) is finitely generated
[10, Lemma 1.16] andT is stronglyw-divisorial andt-flat by Theorem 2.4. We conclud
thatT is (strongly) divisorial if and only if each maximal ideal ofT is a t-ideal (Proposi-
tion 1.1) if and only ifT is flat.

We observe that in general, ifF is a finitely generated multiplicative system of idea
thenRF need not be a flat extension ofR [9, page 32]. On the other hand, we do not kn
any example of a strongly divisorial domainR with a finitely generated multiplicativ
systemF such thatRF is not flat.

If R is any domain, we say that Spec(R) (respectively,t-Spec(R)) is treed(under inclu-
sion) if any maximal (respectively,t-maximal) ideal ofR cannot contain two incomparab
primes (respectively,t-primes). The Spectrum of a Prüfer domain and thet-Spectrum of a
PvMD are treed. If Spec(R) is treed, then Spec(R) = t-Spec(R) [23, Proposition 2.6]; in
particular each maximal ideal is at-ideal and sow-divisoriality coincides with divisoriality
by Proposition 1.1.

If t-Spec(R) is treed andt-Max(R) is independent of finite character, then each fam
Λ of pairwise incomparablet-prime ideals ofR is independent of finite character. Hen
the next results are easy consequences of Theorems 2.4 and 2.8 respectively.

Corollary 2.11. Let R be an integral domain such thatt-Spec(R) is treed. The following
conditions are equivalent:

(1) R is stronglyw-divisorial;
(2) RF(Λ) is a t-flat w-divisorial domain, for each setΛ of pairwise incomparable

t-primes;
(3) RF(Λ) is a t-flat stronglyw-divisorial domain, for each setΛ of pairwise incompara-

ble t-primes.

If R hast-dimension one, then clearlyt-Spec(R) is treed. In this case, the conditio
stated in Corollary 2.11 are all satisfied ifR is w-divisorial (cf. Theorem 2.3).

Corollary 2.12. Let R be an integral domain such thatt-Spec(R) is treed. The following
conditions are equivalent:
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(1) R is a stronglyw-divisorial domain which satisfies the ascending chain condition
t-prime ideals;

(2) Eacht-subintersection ofR is t-flat and stronglyw-divisorial.

3. Integrally closed w-divisorial domains

W. Heinzer proved in [17] that an integrally closed domain is divisorial if and only if
anh-local Prüfer domain with invertible maximal ideals. We start this section by sho
that integrally closedw-divisorial domains have a similar characterization amongPvMDs.
Note that a divisorialPvMD is a Prüfer domain.

Lemma 3.1. LetR be aw-divisorial domain andM ∈ t-Max(R). The following conditions
are equivalent:

(1) M is t-invertible;
(2) MRM is a principal ideal;
(3) RM is a valuation domain.

Proof. (1) ⇔ (2). Sincet-Max(R) hast-finite character (Theorem 1.5), we can apply [
Theorem 2.2 and Proposition 3.1].

(2) ⇒ (3) follows from [31, Lemme 1, Section 4], becauseRM is a divisorial domain
(Theorem 1.5), and(3) ⇒ (2) follows from [17, Lemma 5.2]. �
Proposition 3.2. Let R be aw-divisorial domain. ThenR is a PvMD if and only if each
t-maximal ideal ofR is t-invertible.

Theorem 3.3. LetR be an integral domain. The following conditions are equivalent:

(1) R is an integrally closedw-divisorial domain;
(2) R is a weakly Matlis PvMD and eacht-maximal ideal ofR is t-invertible.

Proof. (1) ⇒ (2). A domainR is a PvMD if and only if R is an integrally closedTW-
domain [22, Theorem 3.5]. Hence an integrally closedw-divisorial domain is aPvMD. By
Theorem 1.5,R is a weakly Matlis domain and by Proposition 3.2 eacht-maximal ideal is
t-invertible.

(2) ⇒ (1). A t-maximal idealM of a PvMD is t-invertible if and only ifMRM is a
principal ideal [19]. SinceRM is a valuation domain, this means thatRM is divisorial [17,
Lemma 5.2]. Now we can apply Theorem 1.5.�

The previous theorem can be proved also by using the fact that a domainR is aPvMD if
and only ifR is an integrally closedTW-domain [22, Theorem 3.5] and the characterizat
of PvMDs which areTV-domains given in [20, Theorem 3.1].

Recall that a Prüfer domainR is strongly discrete ifP 2 �= P for each nonzero prim
idealP of R [8, Section 5.3] and that a generalized Dedekind domain is a strongly dis
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Prüfer domain with the property that each ideal has finitely many minimal primes
We say that aPvMD R is strongly discreteif (P 2)t �= P , for eachP ∈ t-Spec(R) [7,
Remark 3.10]. IfR is a strongly discretePvMD and eacht-ideal of R has only finitely
many minimal primes, thenR is called ageneralized Krull domain[7].

The next theorem shows that the class of stronglyw-divisorial domains and the class
strongly discretePvMDs are strictly related to each other.

Lemma 3.4. LetR be a domain. The following conditions are equivalent:

(1) R is a strongly discrete PvMD;
(2) RM is a strongly discrete valuation domain, for eachM ∈ t-Max(R);
(3) RP is a strongly discrete valuation domain, for eachP ∈ t-Spec(R);
(4) RP is a valuation domain andPRP is a principal ideal, for eachP ∈ t-Spec(R);
(5) RP is a divisorial valuation domain, for eachP ∈ t-Spec(R).

Proof. (1) ⇔ (4). For eacht-prime idealP of R, we have(P 2)t = P 2RP ∩R [19, Propo-
sition 1.3]. Hence(P 2)t �= P if and only if P 2RP �= PRP . Now recall that a maximal idea
of a valuation domain is not idempotent if and only if it is principal.

(2) ⇔ (3) because each overring of a strongly discrete valuation domain is a str
discrete valuation domain [8, Proposition 5.3.1(3)].

(3) ⇔ (4) by [8, Proposition 5.3.8((2) ⇔ (6))].
(4) ⇔ (5) by [17, Lemma 5.2]. �

Theorem 3.5. LetR be an integral domain. The following conditions are equivalent:

(1) R is a strongly discrete PvMD and a weakly Matlis domain;
(2) R is an integrally closed stronglyw-divisorial domain;
(3) R is integrally closed and eacht-flat overring ofR is w-divisorial;
(4) R is integrally closed and eacht-linked overring ofR is w-divisorial;
(5) R is aw-divisorial generalized Krull domain;
(6) R is a generalized Krull domain and eacht-prime ideal ofR is contained in a unique

t-maximal ideal.

Proof. (1) ⇒ (2). Clearly R is integrally closed. In addition, by Lemma 3.4,RP is a
divisorial domain, for eachP ∈ t-Spec(R). HenceR is a stronglyw-divisorial domain.

(2) ⇒ (3). By Theorem 3.3,R is a PvMD; in particulart-Spec(R) is treed. Thus we
can apply Corollary 2.11.

(3) ⇒ (1). By Theorem 3.3,R is a weakly MatlisPvMD. Now, givenP ∈ t-Spec(R),
RP is a divisorial valuation domain. HenceR is a strongly discretePvMD by Lemma 3.4.

(3) ⇔ (4). By Theorem 3.3, statements (3) and (4) imply thatR is aPvMD. The con-
clusion now follows from the fact that eacht-linked overring of aPvMD R is t-flat [23,
Proposition 2.10].

(1) ⇒ (5). By (1) ⇒ (2), R is aw-divisorial domain. To show thatR is a generalized
Krull domain, letI be at-ideal of R. SinceR hast-finite character, thenI is contained
in only finitely manyt-maximal ideals. Furthermore, eacht-prime ideal is contained in
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a uniquet-maximal ideal. ThusI has just finitely many minimal (t-)prime ideals. We
conclude by using [7, Theorem 3.9].

(5) ⇒ (6) is clear.
(6) ⇒ (1). It is enough to show thatR hast-finite character. This follows from the fa

that each nonzero principal ideal has finitely many minimal (t-)primes. �
As a consequence of Theorem 3.5, we obtain the following characterization of inte

closed totally divisorial domains (see also [28]).

Corollary 3.6. LetR be an integral domain. The following conditions are equivalent:

(1) R is an integrally closed totally divisorial domain;
(2) R is integrally closed and each flat overring ofR is divisorial;
(3) R is an integrally closed strongly divisorial domain;
(4) R is anh-local strongly discrete Prüfer domain;
(5) R is a divisorial generalized Dedekind domain;
(6) R is a generalized Dedekind domain and each nonzero prime ideal is containe

unique maximal ideal.

Proof. This follows from the fact that in a Prüfer domain thed- andt-operation coincide
that each overring of a Prüfer domain is a flat Prüfer domain, and that a Prüfer doma
generalized Krull domain if and only if it is a generalized Dedekind domain [7].�

Recall that thecomplete integral closureof R is the overring̃R := ⋃{(I : I ); I nonzero
ideal ofR}. If R = R̃, we say thatR is completely integrally closed.

Proposition 3.7. LetR be an integral domain. The following conditions are equivalent:

(1) R is an integrally closedw-divisorial domain oft-dimension one;
(2) R is an integrally closed domain oft-dimension one and eacht-linked overring ofR

is w-divisorial;
(3) R is a completely integrally closedw-divisorial domain;
(4) R is a Krull domain.

Proof. (1) ⇔ (2) ⇔ (4). Clearly aw-divisorial domain oft-dimension one is strongl
w-divisorial. Since a generalized Krull domain oft-dimension one is a Krull domain [7
Theorem 3.11], we can conclude by applying Theorem 3.5.

(3) ⇔ (4) because a completely integrally closedTV-domain is Krull [20, Theo-
rem 2.3]. �

It is well known that a divisorial Krull domain is a Dedekind domain; hence by
previous proposition we recover that a completely integrally closed divisorial domai
Dedekind domain [17, Proposition 5.5].
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Remark 3.8. Recall that, for any domainR, R̃ is integrally closed andt-linked overR [5,
Corollary 2.3]. Since each localization of at-linked overring ofR is still t-linked overR, if
eacht-linked overring ofR is w-divisorial, we have that̃R is an integrally closed strongl
w-divisorial domain. In this case, by Theorem 3.5,R̃ is a weakly Matlis strongly discret
PvMD. If in addition R̃ is completely integrally closed, for example if(R : R̃) �= 0, by
Proposition 3.7̃R is a Krull domain.

In a similar way, by using Corollary 3.6, we see that ifR is totally divisorial, the integra
closure ofR is anh-local strongly divisorial Prüfer domain.

4. Mori w-divisorial domains

We start by recalling some properties of Noetherian divisorial domains proved in
31].

Proposition 4.1. LetR be a domain. The following conditions are equivalent:

(1) R is a one-dimensionalw-divisorial Mori domain;
(2) R is a divisorial Mori domain;
(3) R is a divisorial Noetherian domain;
(4) R is a Mori domain and each two generated ideal ofR is divisorial;
(5) R is a one-dimensional Mori domain and(R : M) is a two generated ideal, for eac

M ∈ Max(R);
(6) R is a one-dimensional Noetherian domain and(R : M) is a two generated ideal, fo

eachM ∈ Max(R).

Proof. (1) ⇒ (2) by Proposition 1.1.
(2) ⇒ (3) because eachv-ideal of a Mori domain isv-finite.
(3) ⇒ (1) because Noetherian divisorial domains are one-dimensional [17, C

lary 4.3].
(3) ⇔ (6) and(2) ⇔ (4) ⇔ (5) by [31, Theorem 3, Section 2].�
An integrally closedw-divisorial Mori domain is a Krull domain. In fact it has to b

a PvMD (Theorem 3.3). By Proposition 4.1, any Noetherian integrally closed doma
dimension greater than one is aw-divisorial Noetherian domain that is not divisorial.

We say that a nonzero fractional idealI of R is aw-divisorial idealif Iv = Iw. With this
notation, aw-divisorial domain is a domain in which each nonzero ideal isw-divisorial.
We also say that, forn � 1, I is n w-generated ifIw = (a1R + · · · + anR)w , for some
a1, . . . , an in the quotient field ofR.

Theorem 4.2. LetR be a Mori domain. The following conditions are equivalent:

(1) R is aw-divisorial domain;
(2) Each two generated nonzero ideal isw-divisorial;
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(3) R has t-dimension one and(R : M) is a two w-generated ideal, for eachM ∈
t-Max(R).

Proof. (1) ⇒ (2) is clear.
(2) ⇒ (3). Let M ∈ t-Max(R). Since R is a Mori domain, thenM is a divisor-

ial ideal. Let x ∈ (R : M) \ R, then (R : M) = (R + Rx)v . So that by assumptio
(R : M) = (R + Rx)w. To conclude, we show thatRM is one-dimensional. LetI be a
nonzero two generated ideal ofRM . Then, we can assume thatI = (a, b)RM for some
a, b ∈ I ∩ R. SinceR is a Mori domain, thenIv = ((a, b)RM)v = (a, b)vRM . Hence
Iv = (a, b)wRM = (a, b)RM = I . Thus each two generated ideal ofRM is divisorial. It
follows from Proposition 4.1 thatRM is one-dimensional.

(3) ⇒ (1). SinceR is a TV-domain, by Theorem 1.5, it is enough to show thatRM is
a divisorial domain for eachM ∈ t-Max(R). This follows again from Proposition 4.1. I
fact, by assumptionRM is a Mori domain of dimension one. Let(R : M) = (a, b)w for
somea, b ∈ (R : M). Then(RM : MRM) = (R : M)RM = (a, b)wRM = (a, b)RM is two
generated (the first equality holds becauseM is v-finite). �

Recall that aStrong Mori domainis a domain satisfying the ascending chain condit
onw-ideals. A domainR is a Strong Mori domain if and only if it hast-finite character and
RM is Noetherian, for eacht-maximal idealM [33, Theorem 1.9]. Thus a Mori domain
Strong Mori if and only ifRM is Noetherian, for eacht-maximal idealM .

Corollary 4.3 [27, Corollary 2.5]. A w-divisorial Mori domain is a Strong Mori domain o
t-dimension one.

Proof. A w-divisorial Mori domain is Strong Mori (becausew = v) and hast-dimension
one by Theorem 4.2. �

We next investigatew-divisoriality of overrings of Mori domains. Our first result
this direction shows that, ifR is Mori, w-divisoriality is inherited by generalized ring o
fractions. This improves [27, Theorem 2.4].

We observe that a Mori domain is av-coherentTV-domain, because eacht-ideal of a
Mori domain isv-finite. We also recall that ifR is v-coherent, we haveItRS = (IRS)t , for
each nonzero fractional idealI and each multiplicative setS.

Proposition 4.4. LetR be av-coherent domain. The following conditions are equivale:

(1) R is a TW-domain;
(2) All the nonzero ideals ofRM are t-ideals, for eachM ∈ t-Max(R);
(3) All the nonzero ideals ofRP are t-ideals, for eachP ∈ t-Spec(R);
(4) Eacht-flat overring ofR is a TW-domain.

Proof. (1) ⇔ (2). Let I be a nonzero ideal andM a t-maximal ideal ofR. If t = w onR,
thenIRM = IwRM = ItRM = (IRM)t .
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Conversely, we haveIRM = (IRM)t = ItRM . Thus

Iw =
⋂

M∈t-Max(R)

IRM =
⋂

M∈t-Max(R)

ItRM = It .

(2) ⇒ (3). Let I be a nonzero ideal ofR, P a t-prime ofR andM a t-maximal ideal
containingP . Then

IRP = (IRM)RP = (IRM)tRP = (ItRM)RP = ItRP = (IRP )t .

(3) ⇒ (4). Let T be at-flat overring ofR. ThenT is av-coherent domain [10, Propos
tion 3.1]. If N is a t-maximal ideal ofT , thenP = N ∩ R is a t-prime ofR andTN = RP .
Hence, if (3) holds, each nonzero ideal ofTN is a t-ideal andT is a TW-domain by
(2) ⇒ (1).

(4) ⇒ (1) is clear. �
Theorem 4.5. LetR be a Mori domain. The following conditions are equivalent:

(1) R is w-divisorial;
(2) R is stronglyw-divisorial;
(3) Eacht-flat overring ofR is w-divisorial;
(4) Each generalized ring of fractions ofR is w-divisorial;
(5) RM is a divisorial domain, for eachM ∈ t-Max(R).

Proof. Each generalized ring of fractions of a Mori domain is Mori [31, Corollaire
Section 3]; thus it is aTV-domain. In addition, each generalized ring of fractions of a M
domain ist-flat, because eacht-ideal isv-finite and so each multiplicative system of ide
is v-finite. Hence we can apply Proposition 4.4.�

t-Linked overrings of Mori domains do not behave as well as generalized rin
fractions. In fact a Mori non-Krull domain hast-linked overrings which are nott-flat [6,
Corollary 2.10]. Also, if eacht-linked overring of a Mori domainR is Mori, thenR has
t-dimension one [5, Proposition 2.20]. The converse holds ifR is a Strong Mori domain
precisely, we have the following result.

Proposition 4.6. Each t-linked overring of a Strong Mori domain oft-dimension one is
either a field or a Strong Mori domain oft-dimension one.

Proof. It follows from [33, Theorem 3.4] recalling that an overring of a domain is aw-
module if and only if it ist-linked [5, Proposition 2.13(a)]. �
Corollary 4.7. If R is a w-divisorial Mori domain, then eacht-linked overring ofR is
either a field or a Strong Mori domain oft-dimension one.

Proof. It follows from Corollary 4.3 and Proposition 4.6.�
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Our next purpose is to improve and generalize to Mori domains some results p
in [3] for Noetherian totally divisorial domains.

Proposition 4.8. LetR be a domain. The following conditions are equivalent:

(1) R is a one-dimensional domain and eacht-linked overring ofR is w-divisorial;
(2) R is a one-dimensional totally divisorial domain;
(3) R is a Noetherian totally divisorial domain;
(4) Each ideal ofR is two generated.

Proof. (1) ⇒ (2). Since dim(R) = 1, each overring ofR is t-linked overR [5, Corol-
lary 2.7(b)]. Hence each overringT of R is w-divisorial. Assume thatT is not a field. To
prove thatT is divisorial it suffices to check that dim(T ) = 1 (Proposition 1.1). LetR′ be
the integral closure ofR andT ′ that ofT . SinceR′ is one-dimensional andw-divisorial,
then R′ is divisorial. ThusR′, being integrally closed, is a Prüfer domain [17, Th
rem 5.1]. It follows that the extensionR′ ⊆ T ′ is flat, and so dim(T ′) � dim(R′) = 1.
Hence dim(T ) = dim(T ′) = 1. We conclude thatT is divisorial and thereforeR is totally
divisorial.

(2) ⇒ (3) by [3, Proposition 7.1].
(3) ⇒ (1) by Proposition 4.1.
(3) ⇔ (4) by [3, Theorem 7.3], because in the Noetherian case a domain is t

divisorial if and only if it is totally reflexive [29, Section 3].�
Lemma 4.10 below is similar to [26, Theorem 26(2)]. We will need the following

sion of Chinese Remainder Theorem, whose proof is straightforward.

Lemma 4.9. Let R be an integral domain,I an ideal ofR, P1, . . . ,Pn a set of pairwise
incomparable prime ideals andS = R \ (P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pn). If x1, . . . , xn ∈ I , there exists
x ∈ IRS such thatx ≡ xi (modIPiRPi

), for eachi = 1, . . . , n.

Lemma 4.10. Let R be an integral domain which hast-finite character andI a nonzero
ideal ofR. Letn be a positive integer and assume that, for eachM ∈ t-Max(R), a minimal
set of generators ofIRM has at mostn elements. ThenI is w-generated by a number o
generatorsm � max(2, n).

Proof. If I is not contained in anyt-maximal ideal, thenIw = R. Otherwise, let
M1, . . . ,Mr be the t-maximal ideals ofR which contain I . For i = 1, . . . , r , let
a1i , . . . , ani ∈ I be such thatIRMi

= (a1i , . . . , ani)RMi
. By Lemma 4.9, ifS = R \

(M1 ∪ · · · ∪ Mr), for each j = 1, . . . , n, there existsaj ∈ IRS ⊆ IRMi
such that

aj ≡ aji (modIMiRMi
), for eachi = 1, . . . , r . By going moduloIMiRMi

and using
Nakayama’s Lemma, we getIRMi

= (a1, . . . , an)RMi
for eachi = 1, . . . , r . We can as-

sume that theaj ’s are in I and a1 �= 0. Let N1, . . . ,Ns be the set oft-maximal ideals
which containa1, with N1 = M1, . . . ,Nr = Mr . Let b ∈ I \ ⋃s

j=r+1 Mj . ThenIRNj
=

(a1, . . . , an)RNj
for j = 1, . . . , r andIRNj

= (a1, b)RNj
= RNj

for j = r + 1, . . . , s. By
arguing as above, there existb1 = a1, b2, . . . , bn ∈ I such thatIRNj

= (b1, . . . , bn)RNj
for
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eachj = 1, . . . , s. We claim thatIw = (b1, . . . , bn)w. Let M be at-maximal ideal ofR.
If M = Nj for somej , thenIRM = (b1, . . . , bn)RM . If M �= Nj for j = 1, . . . , s, then
IRM = RM = (b1, . . . , bn)RM , sinceb1 = a1 /∈ M . �
Theorem 4.11. LetR be a domain. The following conditions are equivalent:

(1) R hast-dimension one and eacht-linked overring ofR is w-divisorial;
(2) R is a Mori domain and eacht-linked overring ofR is w-divisorial;
(3) R is a Mori domain andRM is totally divisorial, for eachM ∈ t-Max(R);
(4) Each nonzero ideal ofR is a twow-generatedw-divisorial ideal;
(5) Each nonzero ideal ofR is twow-generated.

Proof. (1) ⇒ (2). R hast-finite character, because it isw-divisorial (Theorem 1.5). We
now show that, for eachM ∈ t-Max(R), RM is Noetherian. SinceRM is a one-dimensiona
t-linked overring ofR, thenRM is divisorial (Proposition 1.1). In addition, each overringT

of RM is t-linked overRM [5, Corollary 2.7] and so it ist-linked overR. ThusT is
a w-divisorial domain. By Proposition 4.8,RM is Noetherian. We conclude thatR is a
(Strong) Mori domain.

(2) ⇒ (3). R is clearlyw-divisorial. HenceRM is a one-dimensional Noetherian d
main (Corollary 4.3). LetT be at-linked overring ofRM . HenceT is t-linked overR and
so by assumption it isw-divisorial. By Proposition 4.8RM is totally divisorial.

(3) ⇒ (4). R is w-divisorial by Theorem 4.5. HenceRM is one-dimensional an
Noetherian by Corollary 4.3. Thus, for eachM ∈ t-Max(R), each ideal ofRM is two gen-
erated by Proposition 4.8. By using Lemma 4.10, we conclude that every nonzero
of R is a twow-generatedw-divisorial ideal.

(4) ⇒ (5) is clear.
(5) ⇒ (3). If (5) holds,R is a Strong Mori domain and soRM is a Noetherian domain

for eachM ∈ t-Max(R). Let IRM be a nonzero ideal ofRM , whereI is an ideal ofR.
By assumption,Iw = (a, b)w for somea, b ∈ R. ThusIRM = (a, b)wRM = (a, b)RM is a
two generated ideal. It follows from Proposition 4.8 thatRM is a totally divisorial domain

(3) ⇒ (2). R is w-divisorial by Theorem 4.5. LetT be at-linked overring ofR, T �= K .
By Corollary 4.7,T is a Mori domain. To show thatT is w-divisorial, by Theorem 4.5
we have to prove thatTN is a divisorial domain, for eachN ∈ t-Max(T ). SinceR ⊆ T

is t-linked, thenQ = (N ∩ R)t �= R [5, Proposition 2.1]; but asR hast-dimension one
(Corollary 4.3), thenQ is at-maximal ideal ofR. SinceRQ is totally divisorial andRQ ⊆
TN , thenTN is a divisorial domain.

(2) ⇒ (1) by Corollary 4.3. �
Corollary 4.12. Let R be a domain and assume that eacht-linked overring ofR is
w-divisorial. ThenR is a Mori domain if and only if it hast-dimension one.

Example 4.13. Mori non-Krull and non-Noetherian domains satisfying the equivalent c
ditions of Theorem 4.11 can be constructed by using pullbacks, as the following ex
shows.
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Let T be a Krull domain having a maximal idealM of height one and assume that t
residue fieldK = T/M has a subfieldk such that[K : k] = 2. Let R = ϕ−1(k) be the
pullback ofk with respect to the canonical projectionϕ :T → K .

The domainR is Mori and it is Noetherian if and only ifT is Noetherian [11, Theo
rems 4.12 and 4.18].M is a maximal ideal ofR that is divisorial; thusM ∈ t-Max(R).
SinceRM is the pullback ofk with respect to the natural projectionTM → K , RM is di-
visorial by [27, Corollary 3.5]. In additionTM is the only overring ofRM . In fact each
overring ofRM is comparable withTM under inclusion; butTM is aDVRand[K : k] = 2.
ThusRM is totally divisorial.

If N is a t-maximal ideal ofR andN �= M , there is a uniquet-maximal idealN ′ of T

such thatN ′ ∩ R = N [12, Theorem 2.6(1)] and for this primeTN ′ = RN . ThusRN is a
DVR. It follows thatRN is totally divisorial, for eachN ∈ t-Max(R).
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